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Foreword 

5G-ENSURE belongs to the first group of EU-funded projects which collaboratively develop 5G under the 

umbrella of the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G-PPP) in the Horizon 2020 Programme. The 

overall goal of 5G-ENSURE is to deliver strategic impact across technology and business enablement, 

standardization and vision for a secure, resilient and viable 5G network. The project covers research and 

innovation - from technical solutions (5G security architecture and testbed with 5G security enablers) to 

market validation and stakeholders engagement - spanning various application domains. 

This manual is part of the deliverable D3.8. It describes how one of the trust enablers that developed within 

the work package 3 of the 5G-ENSURE is installed and utilized. Furthermore, this manual contains user 

guide of the respective trust enabler.  

 

 

Disclaimer 

The information in this document is provided ‘as is’, and no guarantee or warranty is given that the 

information is fit for any particular purpose. 

The EC flag in this deliverable is owned by the European Commission and the 5G PPP logo is owned by the 

5G PPP initiative. The use of the flag and the 5G PPP logo reflects that 5G-ENSURE receives funding from 

the European Commission, integrated in its 5G PPP initiative. Apart from this, the European Commission or 

the 5G PPP initiative have no responsibility for the content. 

 

 

Copyright notice 

© 2015-2017 5G-ENSURE Consortium   
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1 Introduction 

This enabler extends ciphering indicator features suggested in 3GPP TS 22.101 [1] in order to increase 

trustworthiness of a serving operator. In particular, this enabler indicates if the serving network is 

authenticated and encrypted after every incoming or outgoing call to the user. In 3G and 4G network, 

according to 3GPP TS 22.101, the mobile device displays only ciphering status (ON or OFF) of the serving 

network. As suggested in NGMN recommendations for 5G [2], session identifiers (for example, temporary 

mobile subscribe identity) need to be refreshed during every authentication. This enabler allows end 

devices to monitor such session identifiers and security capabilities of the serving network. 

2 Installation and Administration Guide 

This enabler is provided as an Android application and can be download as “Secindi.apk” on a mobile 

device. The following instructions outlines how to install and use it.  

2.1 System Requirements 

Due to requirement of certain API of Android OS and baseband support, this application runs only on 

Android OS version 4.1.2. Further, mobile devices with Intel mobile baseband are supported for the current 

release of this application. In particular, Samsung Galaxy S3 and S2 devices are supported currently.  

Device: Samsung Galaxy S3 (GT I9300) and Samsung Galaxy S2 

OS: Android 4.1.2 

2.2 Enabler Configuration 

We divide configuration in two steps – Rooting and Debugging. The first one allows to install required 

Android OS version and to root the device whereas later one assist in installing necessary files and 

configure required settings.  

 

A. Rooting: 

In order to access information from the baseband OS, it is required to root the device and install 

Android OS 4.1.1 version. The Samsung Galaxy S3 or S2 device firmware with Android OS version 4.1.1 

can be downloaded from [3]. Download this device firmware on a computer running Windows 7 or 

newer version OS. To flash this firmware on a Samsung device, we advise to use steps mentioned in [4]. 

The Odin tool [5] is used for flashing the device. Once the device is ready with OS version 4.1.1, rooting 

package named “CF-Auto-Root” [6] needs to be flashed using Odin tool. 

 

B. Debugging: 

Make sure, the device is running OS version 4.1.2 by checking “Settings -> About device”. For example, 

see in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Android OS Version 4.1.2 

For able to receive serving network information, debug level needs to enabled to HIGH. Open dialer 

application and press “*#9900#”, SysDump menu will appear on the screen. Choose “Debug Level 

Enabled” menu and choose “HIGH”. For example, as shown in Figure 2. Once this selected, the device 

will reboot automatically. 

 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot showing Sysdump menu and options to choose debug level 

Then open dialer again and press “*#7284#” and set option “USB” to “MODEM” and click on “SAVE and 

RESET”. The device will reboot automatically. At this stage, the device is ready to install enabler security 

indicator application. 

2.3 Enabler Installation 

The enabler application ‘Secindi.apk’ can be installed onto device by several ways [7] without using Google 

Play Store. As our enabler will not be included in Google Play Store, it is required to be installed from a 
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computer. Detailed instruction on how to install application on a mobile device from a computer can be 

found here [7]. Once ‘Secindi.apk’ file is stored on mobile device, open this file and click on install. 

As application is installed, find an app named “SuperSu” and open it. Then open Secindi application to see 

the network activities.  

2.4 Troubleshooting 

If the application not showing any data, please click on ‘refresh logs’ button for the update.  

3 User and Programmer Guide 

In this section, we provide information on how to use application to see security parameters of a serving 

mobile network operator.  

3.1 User Guide 

Firstly, make sure the mobile device is attached to 2G or 3G cellular network. Every time any outgoing or 

incoming call/SMS activity occur, this application logs security parameters of the serving network. Hence 

after every call or SMS activity, open the application and see IMSI, TMSI, authenticate state (Yes or NO, 

encryption algorithm used.  

3.2 Programmer Guide 

This section is not applicable. 

4  Unit Tests 

In this section, we perform one outgoing call using a mobile device and display security parameters of 

serving network. 

4.1 Information about Tests 

To carry out a test, the user needs to make an outgoing call to one of his known contact. Please note that 

to send outgoing SMS charges may occur hence we suggest not using SMS service. Therefore, we choose to 

make only an outgoing call which can be terminated in 5 seconds to avoid call charge.  

4.2 Unit Test 1 

We detailed the test 1 steps as following.  

1. Open application titled Secindi application. 

2. Then open a dialer application on the mobile device. 

3. Choose any mobile number to make 5 sec call. Please make sure to choose any known contact to 

give such a kind of test call.  

4. Dial the chosen number for only 5 sec.   

5. Once the call is terminated, open the Secindi application to view the network parameters. Figure 3 

depicts the output. It displays TMSI number, encryption algorithm and authentication status.  
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Figure 3: Screenshot of Secindi application after test 1 
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6 Abbreviations 

5G-PPP 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership 

IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity 

TMSI Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity 
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